Guidelines for taking a 95.141 Physics I Exam

You will need to know your 95.141 RECITATION SECTION NUMBER! (XX)

Materials (you must bring to the exam)

  pencil, eraser, calculator, university student ID card

Restrictions

  No use of any type of electronic device is allowed except for standard scientific calculators. Only simple scientific calculators are allowed, i.e. alphanumeric calculators (that include written formulae in their display modes) are NOT permitted.

  Appearance of any restricted electronic device (including ear buds) will be considered evidence of cheating.

  You are responsible for proper academic conduct. See the Academic Integrity statement in the course policy (the following website has the university rules on academic integrity):

  http://www.uml.edu/Catalog/Undergraduate/Policies/Academic-Integrity.aspx

Procedures

  1) Please wait in the lobby until a proctor invites you into the lecture hall.

  2) You may sit in any seat EXCEPT those in the back row of the center section.

  3) You must take the exam that is on the table in front of your seat.

  4) READ and FOLLOW the instructions on the cover page before beginning the exam.

  5) Upon finishing the exam, bring it to the back row (center section) and place it UNDER the envelope for your section (the roster for each section is on the envelope).